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THE DETERMINATION OF INITIAL PARAMETERS OF WORKING SUBSTANCE QUASI-STEADY OUTFLOW IN COMPRESSORS 
G.A. Barisbnikov 
(USSR,Moscow,VZIPP) 
Compressors often work in regime,when pressure in working chamber and in the exhaust collector are different. (fig. I). Under such conditions in the place of exhaust begins the unstea~ motion of gas.It' s very important to find out the first parametres of the outflowing. The exhaust's place is exchanged the equivalence canal. The transit section's area of the canal is varied by the followed way.(fig.2). 
l't ('(x; 'C)= BG[a (x 1:. Wo-r:J]. (1) Here X; 't -distance and time; B· 11-- constant's ; I 
here it .f; U. · p -density,velocity,pres-J sure; t- is the ratio of the , jf specific heats; X =- X = VV0 'f ; T; 't ; 
U=u~~. 
If ± Wo = const is quasi-steady then[ ] p; lf; p will be depend of the ratio 2 
]I= L- (it) and it Is possible a.f T 
tJ = a_, 11 V ( J1) 
_p= ~ R(.n); :!: Wa- is the velocity of wall egui valent's canal; a.,;;: -I when X< 0; a= I when X'>O; 2 2p p = J;a1 .If (.A). g- breadth's canal. The initial system of eguations [r] 
are transformated 
~ + /x(_ptf) + n.P ~ = 0; 
au lf av .J ap _ 0 . { 3 > ar ..,. ax -+ .P ax - ' 
a ( .E_) + lf L (£ ) = o at ;t ax P15 • 
Here a.f i }!, - the first sound's velocity and density in space "I". 
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Let's 
~ =t P(.AJ. 
R r .A J 
(G) 
Equations (3) are becoming 
fY_ =- z .2(1f-1)~nft-l)lf(V-1)-21 d V V" ( v- t )2 - ( tt-~- 1) 1:. d/1 A 1-('{...l)a -dV := '{ (1{-1)2 - ( tt+f) 'i , 
z..n2 === {' Rt-1. 
' 
( 7) 
The gas motion for place x <O is deter-mined by integral curve "oab" (fig. 3)which out of point "O" (- oO in pll;ysicals space) to point ''b" (the throat, x = 0 ) • Evidently 
•A/ 0 VVD .AG = .11 = - a., · If the point "b" is at the pa.rabola 
l '"' ( {- 1 ) 2 • (8) The regime of sonic outflowing is in the throat. Transition to place x>O is real13·e 
(9) 
'rhe point ''b" transits to point "c". 
From point ''c" motion of the gas is writ-
ten by integral curve "cm"-subsonic flow, 
or integral curve "cf"-supersonic flow. 
The gas with parametres using the con-
ditions [2] moves by jump from point "f'' 
to point "d". 
R R Vi- 1 
a. = !r Vet. - 1 ' 2 
,r ('' t}{J 2 lf - (\{f-1 )) 1 ,, vd= vl- +H (Vj.- i)a ... ; (1oj 
1a~( ~= :J~ ft ~1J'~~iF; !1[~~ ( ~-1/-Jf]. 
The future decision is determined by 
integral curve "dq". The line Y = 1 corres-
ponds to the contact surface,where density 
is different,the pressure and velocity are 
the same on both sides. 
For finding out the gas density to the 
right of the contact surface we must some 
the problem of gas flowing caused by con-
tact surface moving in the channel whose 
section varies according to ( 1 ) (fig.4). 
The decision determined by integral cur-
ve ''os" from point "0 11 to point "s'' .The 
point us" is overleaped to point "k" 
(IO) on integral curve "kn". 
Having built the function of pressure 
changing defending on velocity on both 
sides of contact surface we find the prob-
lem solution. · A V\1, 
In fig.5 pu..tting various of~ from. a 
:t;or sonic flow of gas in the throat ( r= ., 
r,4 ; 11.- = I,o ) . 
Points which lie below the curve cor-
respond to conditions when the subsonic 
flow is in all physical space. · 
Points which lie above the curve cor-
respond condition when the supersonic 
flow is behind the throat. Fig.6 showz the 
gas sonic flow in the throat depending of 
the first ratio of pressure, getting for 
equations steady state and unsteady state. 
we can see on fig. 6 that in steady sta-
te sonic flow in the throat corresponds 
fAjF?, =0 + 0, 528. For unsteady 
state B/ft =0 + 0,94. It's important 
thing to. have it. when we make culculations. 
Re~rence. 
r.c~aamKOBMq K.rr. "HeiOTBUOBmaeoH ~BH-
lii:6HHH onJiomao.ta cpe~H", HayKa, MOoKBa, 
I9?Ir. 
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2.Ca~OB Jl.lll. "UeTO~bl DO~OdHH H pasuep-
HOOU B uexaamce" .Hayaa, MocaBa, l965r. 
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Fig.4. Integral curves field for gas 






Fig.5. Curve giving the sonic regim of the flowing of the gas in the throat. 
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Fig.6. The regim of the flowing in the throat depending from first pressure (steady :t = 0 unsteady - :t; of 0 ) . 
